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Fan Comes To The 
Rescue of Obsolete 

Fan Wheel
by: Brad Snodgrass

An OEM is an original equip-

ment manufacturer. When 

manufactures decide to dis-

continue products or goes out 

of business, it has the purchas-

ers and users of the product 

searching for solutions when 

they need another one. At Fan 

and Fab, Horner has an ace 

in its sleeve. We are able to 

fabricate obsolete fans and 

parts for our customers. Above 

is a 67” fan wheel that was 

sent to us from a customer. 

It was severely damaged and 

the OEM was no longer in busi-

ness. Fan was able to docu-

ment all the components and 

develop a CAD file, then laser 

cut the new parts and fabricate 

the wheel. This was challeng-

ing because the blades were a 

curved airfoil made from heavy 

gage steel. The hub was sand-

blasted, examined, and re-

used saving the customer 50% 

on the cost of a new one. The 

wheel was assembled, welded, 

and balanced and ready to 

ship.

What Is A MOD?  by:Tim Morris
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As customer demands increase 

in the world of electric motors, 

so do their requirements.  Just 

like base model car you can 

buy today, there are a slew of 

options that you can choose 

from. So too has the electric 

motor, that is where Toshiba,  

is stepping up their product 

variables.

Toshiba came to us with a 

vision for providing electric 

motors modified to the cus-

tomer specs. Toshiba asked 

their largest (#1 of 9) Regional 

Distribution Center (RDC) and 

Horner Industrial if we can do 

the motor modifications in the 

shop.  We gladly accepted and 

accomplish this task nearly 

every day.

The workload became so 

huge, that Alan had several 

technicians (and non-techni-

cians) turn wrenches on these 

“mods”.  Anytime you walked 

into the shop and needed to 

find Alan, he could be found on 

the shop floor winding a motor 

or working on the mods.  He 

even spent considerable hours 

on the weekend, keeping the 

process flowing.

The number of parts being 

delivered to the RDC has ramp 

up exponentially, that APG has 

given the RDC the entire floor 

space under their rack.  We are 

talking about 243’ X 8’ or 1,944 

sq ft.  These mod orders on 1 

HP motors all the way up to 75 

HP motors.  “And the number 

of mods, per order, could be as 

small as one and up 15!”, said 

Mickey Watson.

Mickey was recently promoted 

from Shipping & Receiving to 

Logistics Specialist.  He han-

dles all the mod orders coming 

in, gathers the parts (aegis 

rings, thermistors, motors, 

c-face brackets, seals, etc.) 

and palletizes them.  Usually, 

a driver from Logistics will pick 

up these parts and motors to

take back to the shop.  John 

Brown will check the inventory, 

place them on the production 

floor, and send them back to 

the RDC via Logistics when 

complete.  Mickey will prep the 

new modified motor for 

shipment and will even burn 

the new serial plate using the 

newly installed laser engraver.

These “MODS” mark a new 

product for Toshiba and get new 

labels on the boxes.  Customer 

orders have increased and 

Toshiba has even asked for 

10K sq ft in the Warehouse to 

house additional quarry motors 

and space for these mods.  

So, what is a mod?  It is a mod-

ification of a standard motor, 

to meet customer demand in 

an ever-changing landscape of 

electric motor proliferation.  It 

is a product that people like 

Mickey, John Brown, RDC, 

Logistics, and folks in the shop 

can say they put their time and 

effort into and supported a cus-

tomer in a niche market.

Bryan Willis (Toshiba) and Tim 
Morris (Horner) learning about 

mods in Houston



A customer contacted us to work on a TGF 

5000 hp motor.  Trisonic Gasdynamics 

Facility.  What in the heck is a TGF.  A wind 

tunnel.  An Air Force Base tests airplane 

models in a wind tunnel.  The wind tunnel 

air speed maximum is mach 3.5.  The 10 

stage Allis Chalmers compressor requires 

8500 hp.  A 3500 hp wound rotor motor 

couples to a Falk gearbox with the 5000 hp 

synchronous motor.  

This job started with the Springfield field 

service department. Jim Delawder inspect-

ed and tested the motor, determining that 

rewinding was needed. After receiving 

the 3600 RPM synchronous motor, we 

observed the rotor design is different than 

previous synchronous motors we repaired.  

This rotor is a generator rotor used in a 

motor application. The Westinghouse motor 

manufacture was 1942.  After several dis-

cussions with our customer, we agreed the 

repair work scope includes rotor and stator 

rewind.  Both rotor and stator windings were 

the original 1942 manufacture.  

Toshiba America Energy Systems was con-

tacted to outsource the rotor rewind to a 

power generation repair facility.  Partnering 

with Toshiba made sense, since we are a 

distributor of Toshiba motor/drive products.  

Rotor photos, dimensions, and nameplate 

data were sent to Toshiba and we received a 

rotor rewind, possible asbestos abatement, 

and high-speed balance work scopes. Bert 

Serak was designated as the point man 

for the rotor work with Toshiba, due to his 

extensive background in power generation 

and large equipment repair.  Of course, we 

found asbestos in the rotor and stator, since 

this unit was produced pre-WWII.  Toshiba 

performed the stator asbestos abatement.  

The stator rewind was completed on time 

at our Horner Washington Street shop. 

Special thanks to Mike Butler, Randy Jones, 

and Alan Horner for their assistance with 

the stator rewind. The rotor rewind had 

delays caused by the asbestos abatement.  

Asbestos was found in all 10 coils and 20 

core iron slots.  Another delay was caused 

by the unusual 1942 design of an insulated 

ring between the core iron and retaining 

ring.  The retaining ring is the mechanical 

ring holding the coil end turns against the 

shaft to eliminate coil movement during 

operation.  During high speed balance, rotor 

turning at 1900 rpm, vibration amplitude and 

phase angle continually change.  Retaining 

ring movement was identified as cause 

and high-speed balance was stopped.  The 

retaining rings were removed.  Toshiba 

engineering manufactured new end discs 

and supplier manufactured new insulated 

rings.  Assembly was completed and high-

speed balancing was scheduled.    

The high-speed balance was completed.  

At 3600 rpm, electrical tests were per-

formed on rotor windings and all test mea-

surements were very acceptable.   Our 

Washington Street shop assembled the 

rotor in stator.  The Springfield division field 

service provided technical direction during 

motor installation at the Air Force Base.  

During motor commissioning, the wind tun-

nel engineers said the motor operation 

was never so smooth.  Vibration levels 

were lower after repair.  Stator winding and 

bearing temperatures were normal.  Wind 

tunnel testing at the 3.5 Mach speed is 

complete.  Customer is exceptionally happy 

with Horner Industrial service and the team-

work of Indianapolis and Springfield.  One 

company, one team, one happy customer.  

Discussions are already in the works to 

recondition the 3500 hp wound rotor motor.

Wind Tunnel TGF 5000HP Motor by: Bert Serak and Mike Harper
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What is Kent 
Seavers Passionate 

About? 

Kent Seavers is the Shop 

Manager at Terre Haute. My 

intention was to interview him so 

everyone could get to know him, 

but upon talking with him, one 

subject made him tear up. His 

son, Connor. And it hit me, to 

know Kent is to see that he is a 

father, proud of his son and his 

accomplishments. Anyone can 

father a child, but being a dad 

takes a lifetime. Fathers play 

a role in every child’s life that 

cannot be filled by others. This 

role can have a large impact on 

a child and 

help shape 

him or her 

into the 

person they 

become. 

Connor 

is attending Southern Illinois 

University where he is getting 

his Mechanical Engineering 

Degree. He was recently 

granted a fellowship through 

Asnt-American Society for 

Nondestructive Testing where 

NASA will be providing metal 

specimens for study. Maybe one 

day Connor can work for Horner, 

nope, he has his sites on doing 

Space Repairs for NASA. We 

just want to say Congrats to 

Connor! 

Fermentation Process DC Motors by: Dan Kohl

The Terre Haute shop currently 

rebuilds and reconditions many 

DC motors for an Animal Health 

Products customer. There are 

16 600HP Louis Allis motors, 

11 600HP GE motors, and 

16 500HP Louis Allis motors. 

These  motors are used in the 

fermentation process. At the 

customer site the product is 

produced in a lab setting then 

sent through the fermentation 

process until it grows and is 

completed. It takes about two 

weeks to complete the finished 

product. If a motor fails during 

fermentation, the entire batch 

will have to be scrapped. So 

the operation of these motors 

is critical. They run 24/7 until 

the product is completed. Terre 

Haute currently keeps spares 

on hand and also parts for these 

motors in case of a failure and a 

emergency repair. The mechan-

ics play an important role in 

the manufacturer of the animal 

health products, by 

keeping these motors running 

for the company, they also in 

turn keep our beloved animal 

friends healthy. Great work 

guys, we appreciate all you do!

Our New Faces

Dolores Nester
SMT Tech
APG

Reina DeCapua
App Sup. Engineer
APG
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Nakeshia Easley
Assembler
APG

Lisa Keyton
Admin
Springfield

Michael Scott Byrd
Driver
Indianapolis

Duane Jessee
Winder/Mechanic
Indianapolis

Leah Ault
Production Tech
APG

Allan Barb
App Sup. Engineer
APG

Dana Syrus
Admin
Coatings/Pump

Landon Herbert
MFS
Indianapolis

Bill Munger 
Sr. Hardware
Engineer APG

Cole Beanblossom
Digital Media Spec.
APG

Earle (Johnny) Parra
Helper
Indianapolis



In an effort to further enhance our compa-

ny’s cyber defenses, we want to highlight a 

common cyber-attack that everyone should 

be aware of – phishing. “Phishing” is the 

most common type of cyber attack that 

affects organizations like ours. Phishing 

attacks can take many forms, but they 

all share a common goal – getting you to 

share sensitive information such as login 

credentials, credit card information, or bank 

account details. Although we maintain con-

trols to help protect our networks and com-

puters from cyber threats, we rely on you to 

be our first line of defense.

Types

•Phishing: In this type of attack, hackers 

impersonate a real company to obtain 

your login credentials. You may receive an 

e-mail asking you to verify your account 

details with a link that takes you to an 

imposter login screen that delivers your 

information directly to the attackers.

•Spear Phishing: Spear phishing is a more 

sophisticated phishing attack that includes 

customized information that makes the 

attacker seem like a legitimate source. 

They may use your name and phone num-

ber and refer to Horner Industrial in the 

e-mail to trick you into thinking they have a 

connection to you.

•Whaling: Whaling is a popular ploy aimed 

at getting you to transfer money or send 

sensitive information to an attacker via 

email by impersonating a real company 

executive. 

•Shared Document Phishing: You may 

receive an e-mail that appears to come 

from file-sharing sites like Dropbox or 

Google Drive alerting you that a document 

has been shared with you. 

What You Can Do

•Do not click on links or attachments from 

senders that you do not recognize. Be 

especially wary of .zip or other compressed 

or executable file types.

•Do not provide sensitive personal informa-

tion (like usernames and passwords) over 

email. 

•Watch for email senders that use suspi-

cious or misleading domain names.

•Inspect URLs carefully to make sure 

they’re legitimate and not imposter sites.

•Do not try to open any shared document 

that you’re not expecting to receive.

•If you can’t tell if an email is legitimate or 

not, please forward the email to ITSupport@

heapg.com

•Be especially cautious when opening 

attachments or clicking links if you receive 

an email containing a warning banner indi-

cating that it originated from an external 

source. 

Thanks again for helping to keep our 

network, and our people, safe from these 

cyber threats.

Phishing Emails: What 
Are They and What You 
Can Do 
by: Rick Gray
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Horner Passes ISO 9001:2015  by: Vernon Pratt 
Horner Industrial has passed its ISO 

9001:2015 audit. All Horner Shops and 

Divisions are ISO accredited except Fan 

and Fab. What does ISO certification mean 

for our company? 

ISO is the accredited certification process 

that provides customers with confidence 

that the organization certifed has a qual-

ity management system that conforms to 

applicable requirements of the certifica-

tion (ISO 9001:2015). A lot of hard work 

took place to achieve this status and our 

customers can rest assured that our repair 

process is of the highest quality backed by 

documentation and assurances that the job 

will be done properly.

As standards go, ISO 9001 is one of 

the most widely recognized in the world. 

ISO 9001 is a quality management stan-

dard that presents guidelines intended to 

increase business efficiency and customer 

satisfaction.

The goal of ISO 9001 is to:

• embed a quality management system 

within an organization

• increase productivity

• reducing unnecessary costs

• ensuring quality of processes and 

products

Having ISO certification puts us above 

most other industrial shops in the country. 



Vietnam POW/MIA, 
KIA Memorial

by: Bill Carhuff

On Oct. 5 a young Lieutenant 

was brought home.  The Indiana 

Patriot Guard assisted by the 

Rolling Thunder, and Legion 

Riders had a strong showing of 

approximately 125 riders. From 

the airport, the remains of the 

fallen were escorted to the rest-

ing place.  Kick Stands were up 

and bikes started after a Flag 

Line was presented to the fam-

ily of the Lieutenant.  All riders 

showed respect when the Hearse 

reached the front doors of Crown 

Hill; all riders dismounted and 

quickly made their way to salute 

as 1LT Bardachs’ Flag covered 

casket was removed and brought 

inside.  As this was my first escort 

mission with the Patriot Guard I 

was impressed with the profes-

sionalism, comradery, and utter 

respect shown by all who par-

ticipated.

1LT Bardach had enlisted in 

the Army. Entered via Reserve 

Military. Served during the 

Vietnam War. He began his 

tour on November 24, 1967. He 

had the rank of First Lieutenant. 

Specialty was Operations And 

Training Staff Officer G3 S3. 

Served with MACV, 507th Trans 

Group.  There are more vets 

that will be coming home thanks 

to the diligence and dedication 

shown by Rolling Thunder an 

advocate for finding and bring 

them all home.
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We were called to a very rural 

pumping station in Kentucky.  

We had to remove two motors 

from there for repair.  When 

those motors were removed, 

there were some real issues 

discovered with the steel bases 

they were mounted on.

One was over filled with grout, 

and actually bedded the motor 

into the grout.  The grout had 

actually flown up in between the 

fins on the bottom of the motor.  

The correction of this may be a 

future article, but without cor-

rection, this motor will never be 

able to be moved for alignment!

The point of this article is to 

discuss the repairs made on 

the other steel base.  You can 

see in the photos, it was very 

rusty, flaking and just plain ugly.  

The customer did not like the 

way it looked, and asked Chris 

Probus if there was anything 

we could do to help preserve it, 

and make it last longer.

Our Loctite rep, Steve Young, 

recommended the use of a 

Loctite product called Extend, 

that is a rust converter.  It is 

applied to the rust, and it neu-

tralizes the rust, stopping addi-

tional deterioration, and leaves 

a “hard shell” of a surface, that 

is suitable for painting.

Being in Louisville, and trying 

to be price conscious for the 

customer, Joe Dupont from the 

Louisville shop, was used to 

clean the loose rust and then 

coated it with the Loctite prod-

uct.  It was allowed to cure, 

and it performed just as repre-

sented.

When the motor was installed a 

few days later by Adam Smith 

and Mike O’Conner of the MFS 

group, the black primer sur-

face of the Loctite product was 

painted gray, to make it look 

clean and improve the simple 

aesthetic  to be better than the 

flat black surface.  You can see 

in the photos, we were able to 

preserve the base for another 

hundred years.

Another example of the capa-

bilities and teamwork available 

at Horner.  This involved MFS, 

Sales, Louisville and Loctite, 

but we provided a good solution 

at an affordable price for our 

customer.

Motor Steel Bases at Pumping Station by: Ralph Coonce
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Pumping It Up On A Nationwide Scale  by: Terry Thorne

Horner Industrial has been active in 

the Rural Water Association in Indiana, 

Kentucky and Ohio for the last three years 

by attending and presenting at local Trade 

Shows and Conferences throughout the 

three States. Last December, we were 

encouraged by a Board Member of the 

Indiana Chapter to exhibit the multiple solu-

tions we provide relative to pump repair 

at the National Rural Water Association, 

(NWRA), Convention and Trade Show in 

Nashville, TN.

Fast forward to September when Jim 

Kennedy and I spent 2 days represent-

ing Horner Industrial’s Coatings Division 

and the Pump Department at the NWRA 

Convention. We were fortunate to have our 

booth located right next to the Loctite booth 

showing how we combine our Thermal 

Spray Coating process with Loctite products 

to create the unique Horner “ThermalLoct” 

solution. The response was, quite frankly, 

overwhelming! There were times when we 

had people standing two and three deep 

to talk to us about the process we use to 

recondition and restore pumps. 

We showed those who stopped by how 

we’re able to restore old worn out obsolete 

pumps to like new condition by using the 

ThermalLoct process. We also showed 

how, by using the process, we are able 

to restore the operating efficiency of the 

pump to near new efficiencies and hold 

it there for longer periods of time than 

using conventional methods of repair. After 

explaining this to our visitors, they were 

told how the pump industry needs a com-

pany like ours as there isn’t anyone out 

there doing what we do. In fact, there were 

Board Members from the National Rural 

Water Association in attendance and one 

Board Member in particular, named Tom, 

(who is highly respected in the organiza-

tion on a national level), kept bringing other 

Board Members to our booth to have Jim 

and I explain what we do and how our pro-

cess can help them extend the life of their 

equipment and improve efficiency. During 

one of his multiple visits to our booth Tom 

stated: “Your process is the most revolu-

tionary advancement in the area of pump 

repair that I’ve seen in the last 20 years! 

This is just amazing.”!  

We also had one gentleman who stopped 

by from Texas, listened to what we were 

talking about, got out his phone, and pro-

ceeded to show us a picture of a line-up 

of 1960’s vintage Peerless pumps saying, 

“can you restore these”!?! To which Jim 

answered, “yep, we have one of those 

same pumps in our shop for restoration 

as we speak”. The visitor stated that he’s 

been searching the country looking for 

someone who could rebuild his pumps 

back to their original performance only to 

be told that all of the rebuild kits and spare 

parts are depleted and that he would have 

to purchase new, which is something he 

didn’t want to do. He stated that he couldn’t 

wait to get back to tell his colleagues what 

had had discovered. 

Word continued to spread as the show 

went on and we were able to speak with 

people who are willing to send us pumps 

from Alaska, North and South Dakota, 

Iowa, Missouri, Alabama, Texas, Arkansas 

and North & South Carolina, just to name a 

few as the need for the type of service we 

provide is unparalleled in the marketplace. 



In the days following World War 

II, George Horner, like most 

returning GI’s, was searching 

for means to support his family. 

After working at a local repair 

shop, George decided to start 

his own business. As a result, 

Horner Electric was born as a 

struggling business in a one 

room shop, sometimes even 

resorting to using the fami-

ly oven to bake out motors. 

During this period George was 

both salesman and repairman. 

He was soon joined by his wife, 

Mary, who would serve in many 

capacities and become a vital 

part of Horner Electric.

As in any sucessful business, 

the early years were a period 

of lean times while George and 

Mary built the company’s rep-

utation for customer service. 

Over the years, they developed 

working relationships with 

many of the leading business-

es in the Indianapolis area.

As the company grew so did 

the Horner Family; George and 

Mary had two sons, Phil and 

Alan, who began to work in the 

business. Both Phil and Alan 

started by working in every 

area of the shop in order to 

learn the business from the 

ground up. 

In 1969, the business had out-

grown it’s location (on College 

Ave outlined in the above 

photo) and moved to a larger 

facility at its present site on 

East Washington Street. It was 

at this location that Phil and 

Alan developed their areas of 

interest. 

Phil now directs what has 

become known as the 

Advanced Products Group 

(APG), which designs and 

manufactures third party PLC 

products marketed world-wide. 

Alan, followed his Dad’s path 

and is now directing Horner 

Industrial Group.

Today, Horner has over 350 

employees with locations 

worldwide dedicated to provid-

ing the same level of service 

that George and Mary estab-

lished from the beginning. 

Meet George
by: Alan Horner

On February 5, 1919 in Fort 

Ritner, Indiana, there was a 

little boy born that would have a 

great impact on many lives in the 

years to come. He was one of 

seven children with five brothers 

and 1 sister. They were mod-

est people with nothing but the 

bare neccessities. In October of 

1941 George joined the military 

and served almost 4 years in the 

South Pacific. His years of fighting 

in combat were horrific at best. 

To all  the men and women who 

have served, we all should open 

our arms and our hearts and show 

them our sincere appreciation 

for their sacrifices and the pain 

and suffering they endure for our 

freedom. 

I am one of the lucky ones that 

had a father who came home to 

bring me into this world. George 

had love and compassion in his 

heart even for those he barely 

knew. One example of this was 

when he was given his orders to 

return home, he offered his return 

to any solider who was married or 

had children at home and he wait-

ed for another time to come home.  

In 1949 George, alongside with 

Mary, created a future for them-

selves and also opportunities for 

hundreds of other people and their 

families. 
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Meet Mary

Mary grew up on a farm, where she 

was the oldest of 4 kids. Mary went 

to a small rural high school with 50 

other students, one being her high 

school sweetheart, George. She 

would later go on to marry George 

in Aug. of 1945. Her and George 

had no automobile and would use 

the bus when available. They could 

not afford to go out and do things 

so they poured their time into their 

work. I asked Mary how they came 

to own their own business, and 

she stated, “We had to be crazy to 

even think about it, we didn’t know 

enough not to go into business. 

It was determination and that we 

both loved people.” 

When George started Horner 

he would have to go sell, which 

means Mary took on many hats 

and has done most of the jobs you 

see at Horner today!

Mary is a very thankful and humble 

woman, upon interviewing her, she 

was hesitant at first not wanting to 

talk about herself but wanted to 

thank the employees for their work 

and time at Horner. Mary remains 

humble to this day. She contributes 

Horner’s success to the employ-

ees, God, Phil and  Alan. She stat-

ed, “Good and dedicated employ-

ees got us where we are, and we 

will be forever grateful for the many 

we have had over the years.” She 

says her secret to living to 97..... 

living life with a positive attitude. 
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Throw Back Horner Employees

Thanks to Bob Wilson for Bringing in the Photos!

George Horner
Founder

Randy Isley
Sales

Karen Childs
Purchasing

Jeff House
Machinst

Phil Horner
President APG

Joe Oliver
EFS Manager

Mike Croft
EFS 

Joe Oliver left, Alan Horner 
Right

Jeam Phan
Winder

Bill Roe
APG

Mike Cogswell
Mechanic

Mark Tribby
EFS

Chuck Ridgeway 
APG

Randy Jones
Indianapolis Supervisor

Horner Industrial 1st 
Expansion 1521 Wash. St.

Horner Industrial Old College 
Ave location (1st building)

Jerry Voekel
MFS

Kim Wessel
APG

Marty Hartman
MFS Coordinator

Ron McCloud



Thank You For Your Time and Commitment - Horner Tenure
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50+ Years

70  Mary Horner, Chairman   

53  Don Morris, Supervisor Transformer  

53  Ray Povinelli, Fabricator

50  Phil Horner, President APG

40+ Years

48  Alan Horner, President Horner Industrial

48  Bill Fleming, Outside Sales

46  David Frazee, Machining

45  Mike Croft, Electrical and Sales

45  Danny Corbin, Machining 

45  Jim Plahitko, ERP Support

44  Ralph Coonce, Manager MFS

42  Allen Bryan, Driver

41  Mark Rosebrock, MFS

41  Keith Pelley, Winder

41  Terri Hoosier, Admin

41  Bob Davis, Mechanic 

40  William Trimble, Mechanic

40  John Mow, Machining 

40   Kevin Burdette, Winder

30+ Years

39  Bryan Himes, Machining

37  Stephen Herman, Welder

36  Karen Childs, Inside Sales

36  Chris Skinner, Mechanic

35  Scott Inman, Driver

35  Dennis Wardenburg, Mechanic

35  Mike Harper, Manager Springfield

35  Darrell Cothron, Manager Machining

35  Roger Rayhel, Machinst

35  Jeff Mougey, Mechanic

34  Marty Sphatt, Machinst

34  Mike McKenzie, Mechanic

34  Randy Jones, Supervisor Indy Shop

34  Craig Hallett, Manager Inside Sales

34  Chris Bell, Machinst

33  Gale Heiliger, Inside Sales

33  Jeam Phann, Winder

33  Jim Howson, Project Manager EFS

33  Mike Clifton, Accounting

33  Todd Cochran, Outside Sales

33  David Whited, Inside Sales

32  Harold Huston, Machining

32  Craig Lampman

32  Karen Parlett, Purchasing

32  Dennis Gaddis, Servo

32  Joe Oliver, EFS Manager

31  Todd Downing, Machining

31  Ron Francis, Servo

31  Mark Bethel, Winder

30  Kim Shellabarger

30  Mark Tribby, EFS

30  Marty Hartman, Field Service Cord.

30  Michelle Goodman, Purchasing

30  Don Pence, MFS

30  Kim Wessel, Admin

25+ Years

29  Charles Ridgeway, Manager APG

29  Jeff House, Machinst

29  Michael Seaman, EMDS

29  Nelson Baxter, EMDS

28  Bill Roe, Receiving APG

27 John Brown, Receiving Indust.

27  Rick Collins, EFS

26  Mike Cogswell, Mechanic

25  Charles Sahm, Machinst

25  Stephen Belt, Tech Laser

25  Brad Barton, EMDS

25  Brad Kehrt, Engineer

25  Chris Patton, Mechanic

25  Jim Delawder, Field Service

20+ Years

24  Charles Dowell, Machinist

24  Janet Kenyon, Quality

24  Kerry Fork, Inside Sales

23 Larry Bridges, Machinst

23  Jason Horner, Manager Tech Sup.

23  Randy Isley, Outside Sales

23  Joel Orr, Driver

22  Brian Stuckey, Engineer

22  Kenneth Jannotta, Manager Engin.

22  Jamie Staley, Machinist

21  Jerry Voelkel, MFS
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As the leader in Solid State and Remote Phosphor lighting tech-

nology, Horner engineers are some of the best in the business. 

They have been working diligently to give our customers the best 

possible product with the most up-to-date technology. A perfect 

example is Horner’s new Circular High Bay Standard (CHS-H) 

Series. An upgrade from the Circular High Bay (CHB), the CHS-H 

is a drastic improvement in almost every aspect.

Used in a wide variety of different industries, CHS-H lights can be 

used in nearly any commercial indoor setting. From warehouses 

to grocery stores, stadiums to gymnasiums, there are countless 

applications. Our old product, the CHB, though still very powerful 

and bright are slowly being pushed out by the CHS-H. The entry 

level 100-watt model is 2,000 lumens (unit to measure brightness) 

brighter than the CHB model. While the CHB only had a model 

that went up to 240 watts, Horner engineers worked overtime to 

produce six different powers for the CHS-H, with the highest being 

480 watts. The CHS480 is Horner’s brightest, most efficient light to 

date, producing a beaming 77,000 lumens, which is the equivalent 

to ten office lights. This high-end model is used in steel mills where 

the ceilings are fifty feet high and the entire building is dark, so 

normal ceiling lights won’t cut it. 

Whether it be in a warehouse, car plant, or a grow operation, Horner 

Lighting products are shining bright. Midwest Sales Manager Paul 

Abbenhaus has done an excellent job of growing this sector of the 

company. Our engineers continue to work to come up with the best 

and the brightest lights and the marketing team is continuing to try 

and grow Horner Lighting alongside automation.

Out With The Old And In 
With The New 
by: Cole Beanblossomm Berkopes

What’s New In Automation by: Cole Beanblossom Berkopes

There are many projects underway at Horner Automation. One 

of the more exciting ones being a brand new set of controllers, 

affectionately codenamed the Hellboy Series. This series won’t 

necessarily replace the XL series, but it will offer our custom-

ers a revamped product with updated technology with all sorts 

of upgrades. Some of these upgrades includes a fully wireless 

controller that offers built in Wi-Fi, haptic feedback (vibrations 

when you press a button), and a remodeled screen that has 

higher brightness and resolution and is optically bonded. Optically 

bonded means that the screen will be more like your smartphone 

as opposed to the XL series that is using 40-year-old technology. 

Something the Hellboy will offer that your smartphone doesn’t 

have is capacitive touch which doesn’t require you to physically 

touch the screen to press a button, you just have to hover your 

finger over the screen. 

Horner has also been developing our own ground-up, modular 

Input/Output system that supports any of our controllers. Along 

with that, the engineers have been revamping firmware and soft-

ware for our products so they can produce better looking graph-

ics. As for separate, custom projects, Horner engineers have 

been working alongside large heavy equipment and emergency 

vehicle manufacturers. More to come later in 2020. Next year will 

be a very exciting year for Horner with all the new products and 

upgrades coming out.  
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Sometimes What’s Best For The Customer Is To Tell Them 
They Are Wrong  by: Rusty Syrus 
At Horner we are always going to do 

our best to satisfy our customers request. 

Sometimes this also requires us to tell them 

what they’ve done wrong. The old saying 

“the customer is always right” sometimes 

has to be looked over and you just have 

to be truthful about what’s going on. A 

Gas Manufacturer in Kentucky asked us to 

come down and evaluate a 4160v 2 pole 

compressor motor that lost oil in the ODE 

bearing. Ralph (MFS Manager) sent me on 

a quest to figure out if the motor was good 

to go or if damage had occurred. We were 

told the motor didn’t run long without oil 

but we all know it doesn’t take long for a 2 

pole motor to...... well you got the idea!! My 

drive down was beautiful, the green trees, 

the fresh air and the winding roads was 

the perfect start to a morning. Crossing the 

river and seeing a barge in the locks was 

pretty neat. I got to thinking of the huge 

pumps that must fill up the locks to allow 

the barge to cross into the next section of 

the river. Wooah!  On arrival I met an eager 

gentleman who was curious to hear what I 

would find from the good to the bad. Pulling 

the end bell covers I can tell the shaft has 

dropped significantly. Bad sign!!! I was 

optimistic there was some light at the end 

of the tunnel. I had brought our borescope 

with me so I could see between the rotor 

and winding. That proved to be ineffective. 

Being the hobby photographer I am,

 

I brought my big camera with me in case I 

had some time left over to take some pic-

tures of the river landscape. Unfortunately 

that didn’t happen, so I put my knowledge 

to the test to see if I could get any better 

pictures with my camera that the borescope 

couldn’t produce. 

That was the best idea ever! 

Not only did I get some really impressive 

shots of the black crispy insulation, but 

we were able to show the customer high-

resolution pictures of all the damage, giving 

the customer the best idea of what needs to 

be done. I deemed the motor out of service 

for obvious reasons. All this could have 

been prevented if the temperature sensors 

would have been properly adjusted. This 

proves, we at Horner are very diverse in 

our talents to give the customer the best 

possible experience we can! 

 



Mixers Keep Louisville In The Dough by: Terry Thorne

An opportunity recently came to Horner 

Louisville from a company who leases out 

Pizza dough mixing machines to Pizza 

stores along with other Restaurant equip-

ment. As you can well imagine, these 

machines are treated like Rental Cars as 

nobody considers them their property and 

they’re not maintained very well. Horner 

Louisville secured the business after a 

competitor in Louisville took advantage 

of the situation and had increased their 

price to stratospheric levels. The units 

originally came in to Horner Louisville to 

have us check out and repair the motors 

which resulted in either a recondition or 

a rewind. However, during the teardown 

of the machine, we noted other items that 

needed to be repaired and worked with 

the customer to bring those items back 

to their original function, which included 

sensors, switches and relays. All of the 

units had relay controls in them with 

across the line motor starters until we 

received a unit with a VFD installed, and 

then a second and then a third. One of 

the VFDs needed to be replaced and the 

cost to replace it was more than we would 

have been able to supply a small Toshiba 

VFD for, so we convinced the customer 

to make the change to the Toshiba VFD, 

but it didn’t stop there.  The unit also 

needed to have solid state relays and a 

240V spring loaded timer replaced. So 

the decision was made to step back and 

redesign the controls in the unit to remove 

all of the clickety-clack controls with new 

PLC based controls controlling the VFD. 

The result is a fully functional unit with 

less components, more reliability and a 

reduced cost over what our competition 

had been charging. Congratulations to the 

Horner Louisville team for “thinking outside 

the box” to provide our customer with a 

better solution than anyone else was able 

or willing to provide.   
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Coatings Turns 6 by: Albert Anderson

Coatings turns 6! It’s hard to believe we 

have been at it that long. October 7, 2013 

we walked into the 940 building & started 

going at it. We had three months to get the 

shop up and going for the start of 2014. It 

wasn’t finished but we made it and have 

been plugging away since. In those six 

years we have become much more than 

our title suggest. While we do apply vari-

ous coatings, we are more of a repair shop 

now. Most of our thermal spray work is to 

repair worn out parts and pieces. Often, 

the materials we spray onto the parts will 

wear better than the parent metal it was 

applied to. 

For instance, we had a titanium fan come 

in that is part of a rotation that we do with 

one of our customers in the steel industry. 

The fan is used to exhaust acid fumes 

from the building. Upon inspection it was 

found that the hub of the fan was cracked. 

Before we could do our normal work to the 

fan, we had to weld the cracks and restore 

the seal area on the hub. The seal area 

was restored with Hastelloy. It is a hard 

material and chemical resistant. All that 

work was done, the fan went for its normal 

work. These fans usually just receive a 

fresh coating of chemical resistant Teflon. 

By coating these fans, the customer gets 

about three times the amount of usage 

before the fans get swapped out.



Hospitals are facilities that need to be up 

and running all the time. Any failure in 

equipment can be catastrophic to patients 

health, which means our field service team 

is always waiting for a call. And most of 

the time those calls don’t happen during 

standard working hours. 

At a hospital in Lafayette, IN at 3am, 

Horner got a call that it’s air makeup fan 

in their critical care ward had failed due to 

a bad bearing. Adam Smith volunteered to 

travel to the site at 3am. Adam assesed the 

situation and noted that the unit needed to 

have bearings replaced and shaft needed 

repaired. Adam was able to get the ward 

operational again and because of  this 

service call the hospital asked that Horner 

Industrial do a facility survey on their rotat-

ing equipment to record what is does and 

how critical they are. The Hospital is going 

to keep critical bearing on site from now on 

and call Horner whenever a service call is 

needed. Also the hospital was interested 

in our predictive maintenance program to 

access the “health” of their equipment. 

Thanks Adam, for your willingness to sac-

rifice some sleep and a weekend day to 

assist one of our customers in their time 

of need. 

At another hospital, after 4pm the main-

enance guy called and said that they had 

blown a bearing on an air handler unit 

that supplied air to the surgical OR units. 

Dennis Cardwell, who was the sales rep 

went downstairs at the Indianapolis Field 

Service Offices and asked if they could 

get a tech up there to help out. They were 

not getting any techs that were available 

until Rusty Syrus walked in the door. He 

happliy volunteered  to go and look at the 

job. Rusty scoped out the job and said that 

the bearings would need to be supplied on 

short notice. Brian Meredith from Tri-State 

Bearings said he could get the bearings 

they need and would stay after business 

hours to send them with a courier. Rusty 

finished the job when the bearings arrived. 

The customer is extremely pleased and 

appreciative of Horner and Rusty’s per-

formance. 

Horner Field Service Steps Up For Hospital Emergencies
  

Bubble Baths At The Terre Haute Shop  by Kent Seavers

Motors that use carbon/graphite brushes 

will become contaminated from the brush 

dust over time. The carbon dust gets 

into very small cracks, pockets, and fis-

sures within the windings. Carbon dust 

leads to poor megger readings. Customers 

common cleaning practices are to use 

compressed air or washing with vari-

ous degreasing chemicals and cleaning 

agents. A large portion of carbon can be 

removed this way, but the most damag-

ing carbon dust is still there, the carbon 

next to or closest to the winding conduc-

tors. Horner does sonic cleaning or vibra-

tory cleaning. How do you vibrate water? 

Bubbles! 

This process is done by injecting air into 

a water tank causing agitation in the 

tank and it helps release the carbon dust 

imbedded in the winding.  
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Teamwork
by: Alan Horner

 If there are three cookies and you take 

away two, how many do you have?

Three days to give me your answer. 

The right answers will go into a drawing 

for a final winner. There will be 3 additional 

prizes for 2nd-4th place. We will wait for all 

locations to receive before drawing.

jacqueline.keen@hornerindustrial.com

What word is spelled wrong in every 

dictionary?

Answer: Wrong

Last quarters winners:

$50 in Gift card + Goodie Bag: Grant Renner, 

Springfield

$25 Gift card + Goodie Bag: Michelle Goodman, 

Machining

Horner Goodie Bag: Tracy Brown, Fan and Fab

Horner Goodie Bag: Bill Roe, APG

Brain Teaser       This Editions Prize: $50 Giftcard

Looking For Every Detail  by: Rich Streitmarter   
All Horner repair shops know 

how critical accurate evalua-

tions are. Knowing all of the fine 

details is necessary in order to 

provide top level repairs. Many 

customers are willing to pay a 

higher price for higher quality 

and the end result can mean 

increased business from those 

customers. This is the case 

with a manufacturer of stainless 

plates. 

We started getting a few cylin-

der repairs from the company 

many years ago and the volume 

steadily increased over time. 

Over the last several months the 

company has been overhauling 

a couple monster size shears 

in their plant and the cylinders 

are large as you can see in the 

picture. These cylinders go on 

very large shears that “cut” the 

stainless plate down into smaller 

sections. We are very apprecia-

tive to get this work (thanks for 

your help Joe Motz - Sales) and 

I think it reinforces the point 

that providing quality repairs will 

keep customers coming back. 

It’s better to hear customers 

complain that our price might 

be higher than our competitors 

instead of hearing them 

be to high than our quality is 

poor. Quality comes with a price.
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Most know Jason from APG, for 

those of you that do not, Jason is 

my step-son and I am very proud 

to be able to call him that. Jason 

is known for his Super hero shirts 

that he wears almost every day. 

He started the Super hero days at 

APG and I honestly believe every-

one there looks forward to those 

days. I have written articles before 

about Jason and his uncanny abil-

ity to pull people together.

As can be seen by this photo of 

him proudly wearing his shirt, he 

not only shows it on the shirt but 

he lives it every day. “Team Work 

makes the Dream Work”

I think that we all can learn some-

thing from Jason. He does not 

realize but things like this should 

make people think about what they 

are doing and how they are treat-

ing other people and how well 

you are working with your fellow 

employees. I think we all can learn 

a very valuable lesson from Jason 

Miller on what all of us should be 

focused on every day. A little “team 

work” by all of us will make us a 

better company to our customers 

and for our employees, and help 

carry on the “Dream” that George 

and Mary Horner started 70 years 

ago. Please, everyone do your 

part in making this dream come 

true and thank Jason for keeping 

us focused.



Our Unique Employees and Their Families
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Horner Tenure Continued
20+ Years

21  Scott Snyder, Estimator

21  Nathan Beachey, Engineer

21  Timothy Songer, Mechanic

21  Lori Beam, Purchasing

21  Bob Swaim, IT

21  Ben Norris, Customer Support

20  Gary Goble, MFS

20  Brant Logan, Helper

20  Carlo Jennings, Production

20  Mike Smith, MFS

15+ Years

19  Mark Roenker, Machinst

19  William Giebel, Outside Sales

19  Wendy DeFabis, Manager Cust. Srv

19  Chris Musgrove, Mechanic

19  Gary Anderson, EFS

19  Phillip Paul, Mechanic

18  Pamela Dilley-Rider, Shipping

18  Jason Belton, Manager Quality

18  Robert Dorris, Fabricator

17  Tim Dugger, EMDS

17  Bryan Hansel, Mechanic

16  Dan East, Mechanic

16  Darryl Begay, Warehouse

15  Jeff Wilson, Outside Sales

15  Buster Hinds, Winder

15  Troy Elder, Sales, Manager Ft Wayne

15  Gina Tuttle, Manager Cust. Srv

15  John Rooks, Winder

Just Married! 
Chris Neu, Sprin-
field, & Wife Abby 

on honeymoon 

Roger Rayhel, Terre Haute, 
with his motorcycle 

Stephanie Clapper, APG, and 
her son Jackson

John Rook’s, Springfield, Great 
Granddaughter   

Kerry Howell, 
Indy, 12th 

Grandchild Miles 
Reed Birch 

Sandy Pruitt’s, Indy, son James, 
married to Wife Jenny

Joe Roseberry, 
EMDS, new 

Grandson Jase 
Roseberry 

Tom Berkopes’, Indy,  Grand-
daughters at the County Fair

Brenda Swift’s, 
Indy, Nephew 
Dylan Harker, 
breaking swim 

records

Tyrus Demerath, 
Indy,  and his 

new Wife Carrie

Heather Tall-
man, Terre 

Haute’s son Leif 


